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Welcome to the inside scoop at 
NHA’s Virtual ESY

This week’s theme was...
Southwest Region 



Ms. Alyssa’s Class

Wow what a week.  This week we visited Texas, 
New Mexico and Louisiana!  We visited the Air 
and Space Center in Texas and traveled to New 
Orleans in Louisiana.  We had another 
successful weekend on Zoom.  We ran into 
some roadblocks due to tropical storm Isaiah.  
We are preparing for our return to NHA in the 
fall by practicing mask wearing!  Less than a 
week of ESY left!!!

      6 feet apart



Ms. Stephanie’s Class

Week # 5 took us to the southwest.  We visited 
different places of interest via our virtual field 
trips and listened to Ms. Lisa read about some 
of the states in that area. We enjoyed Morning 
Meeting with our friends! Our corn and 
cucumbers are doing very well as you can see! 
Our Soda Geyser science demonstration went  
well, with Ms. Stephanie getting soaked with 
soda! I had to redo the Elephant Toothpaste 
demonstration, and it did finally work!



Ms. Pattie’s Class
...weathered the Storm!

Ms.Pattie’s class weathered the ESY Storm!
Various staff and scholars lost power for a while 

but got back on track with doing their 
Google Assignments and attending individual 

Zoom lessons. KUDOS to everyone!
The scholars went on a trip to the Grand Canyon 

with Ms. Stephanie and became 
Honorary Junior Park Rangers.

Ms. Pattie planned a special FUN FRIDAY for us!  
Ms. Lara led us in an African drum, movement, 

and song circle. 
“Big Smiles were had by EVERYONE!”



Ms. Caitlin’s Class

This week we traveled to the southwest region 
of the US.  We explored Texas, Arkansas, 
Oklahoma, Louisiana, and New Mexico.  Our 
virtual field trips took us to an insect museum, 
science museum, and Carlsbad Cavern 
National Park.    Keep up the great work!



Ms. Amber’s Class
We are wrapping 
up the final few 
days of ESY.  We 
have travelled 
virtually 
throughout the 
different regions 
of the United 
States. I hope that 
the next few weeks 
are filled with fun 
adventures and 
that NHA resumes 
in September! I 
can't with  to make 
more collage 
memories with 
each of you! Thank  
you all for a 
wonderful summer 
zooming and 
learning!



Principal Jenny & Supervisor Sara’s Week

Principal Jenny and Ms. Sara had 
several staff meetings this week. 
Staff participated in a whole group 
activity for their Social-Emotional 
being and did some meditation..



Thank you for a 
great week of 

learning!
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Congratulations & Thank you!!!
We had an awesome ESY 
Program, even though it looked 
much different this year! All of 
our students were able to 
participate in their classroom 
and individual instructional 
sessions, therapy sessions, and 
extracurricular events such as, 
Field Day and our Dance2Learn 
Program.


